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Abstract

In response to the unmet need for effective treatments for symptomatic patients, research efforts of inhaled therapy for COVID-19 patients have been pursued since the pandemic began. However, inhalation drug delivery to the lungs is sensitive to the lung anatomy and physiology, which can be significantly altered due to the viral infection. The ensued ventilation heterogeneity will change distribution and thus dosimetry of inhaled medications, rendering previous correlations concepts of pulmonary drug delivery in healthy lungs less reliable. In this study, we first reviewed the recent developments of inhaled therapeutics and vaccines, as well as the latest knowledge of the lung structural variations documented by CT of COVID-19 patients’ lungs. We then quantified the volume ratios of the poorly aerated lungs and non-aerated lungs in eight COVID-19 patients, which ranged 2-8% and 0.5-3%, respectively. The need to consider the diseased lung physiologies in estimating pulmonary delivery was emphasized. Diseased lung geometries with varying lesion sites and complexities were reconstructed using Statistical Shape Modeling (SSM). A new segmentation method was applied that could generate patient-specific lung geometries with an increased number of branching generations. The synergy of the CT-based lung segmentation and SSM-based airway variation showed promise for developing representative COVID-infected lung morphological models and investigating inhalation therapeutics in COVID-19 patients.
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1. Introduction

The SARS CoV-2 virus has caused the worst pandemic worldwide in nearly a century, which up to date (June 6, 2021) has led to 173.01 million confirmed cases and 3.727 million deaths, according to WHO Coronavirus (COVID-19) Dashboard [1]. The constant evolving variants of the SARS CoV-2 virus make the preventive and therapeutic efforts highly challenging, as evidenced by the outbreaks in Europe between October. 2020 and January 2021, and in south-east Asia from April 2021 till now [1]. Scientists all over the world are racing to find effective treatments and develop vaccines. The International Society of Aerosol Medicine (ISAM) deemed it an urgent need to rapidly develop inhaled therapies for COVID-19, which should consider the initial infection site, the disease progression route, and in particular the pulmonary alveoli where “cytokine storms” can cause a fatal cascade, including respiratory failure [2].
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In order to develop a dose-response relationship, it is critical to determine the actual dose that has been delivered to the diseased tissues. This dose should be quantified with regard to both quantity and distribution in the lung, as well as the dose variability among different subjects. Current pulmonary drug delivery suffers from drug waste in the mouth and throat and prevailing deposition in the conducting lungs, leaving relatively few aerosol particles reaching the alveoli. Lung structural remodeling and associated ventilation heterogeneity can alter particle dynamics and therefore impact the dosimetry and distribution of the inhaled medications. The lung physiological variation due to COVID-19 infections can be significant and the previous knowledge of pulmonary drug delivery in healthy lungs can be no longer reliable [3-6].

The following sections will present the recent developments of inhaled therapies for COVID-19 patients, the physiological variations in COVID-19 patient’s lungs, the new need to intergrade these variations into the estimation of pulmonary dosimetry, and some latest developments in simulating lung structural remodeling and patient-specific lung reconstruction.

2. Recent Developments in COVID-19 Inhaled Therapies

The rationale for recent developments of inhaled therapeutics and vaccines over other routes is that coronavirus enters the human body predominantly through the respiratory tract, which is also the main site of viral replication, function deterioration, and potentially lethal cytokine storm. Dispensing drugs or vaccines directly to the diseased sites in the lung can elicit a fast and strong therapeutic outcome or mucosal immune response [7]. Due to the localized high doses on the target cells only, low systemic toxicity is also expected, thus minimizing adverse side effects associated with injection/oral use. For a given dose, inhalation therapy has been shown to have substantially higher efficacy than therapies administered through other routes [8]. For instance, compared to muscle injection of the albumin-modified vaccine, inhalation therapy elicited a 25-fold boost of the memory T cells in the mouse lungs [9]. Inhalation therapeutics against the SARS-CoV-2 virus may allow future self-administered treatments by COVID-19 patients, reducing the need to go to the hospital, and thus reducing the chances of cross-transmission and ease the demands on medical facilities.

2.1. Inhaled Treatments for Symptomatic Patients

In response to the need for effective treatments for symptomatic patients, research efforts and clinical trials of inhaled therapy for COVID-19 patients have been actively undertaken since the start of the pandemic. Inhaled budesonide has been tested in the UK in the form of dry powders using a Turbuhaler in patients with mild symptoms, with the endpoint being COVID-related urgent care visits [10]. Ensifentrine, a dual inhibitor of the enzyme phosphodiesterase 3 and 4 (PDE3 and PDE4), which is often used as a bronchodilator and anti-inflammatory agent, was delivered using pMDI to evaluate its effectiveness in reducing mucous viscosity and improving mucociliary clearance [11]. High-concentration (160–200 ppm) nitric oxide delivered via facemask has been explored as rescue therapies to prevent coronavirus disease progression and hypoxic respiratory failure [12, 13]. Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS), which is a standard therapy for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), have been tested for their role in suppressing SARS-CoV-2 replication and reducing inflammation [14]. Despite positive results in cultured cells [14], reports of failed outcomes to decrease COVID-related mortality in patients with COPD or asthma have also been reported [15]. Unfractionated heparin (UFH) has anticoagulant, anti-inflammatory, and antiviral effects; nebulized delivery of UFH to lungs may prevent the entry of SARS-CoV-2 virus into respiratory cells and limit lung injury progression and vascular thrombosis [16]. Similarly, nebulization of IFN-α-2b is being tested in China and France to treat viral COVID-induced pneumonia [17]. The suitability of Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) as inhalable powders was tested by Albariñí et al. [18] using jet-milled techniques. The small powder size (1.7 um) and reasonably long shelf lifetime allow it to be used as a potential inhaled COVID-19 treatment option. Ferrer et al. evaluated the application of xylitol and grapefruit seed extract (GSE) as nasal sprays to reduce virus attachment to the nasal cells and thus as a preventive measure to curb viral infections not just for SARS-CoV-2 but also for other viral epidemics [19].

2.2. Inhaled Vaccines

There are 13 COVID-19 vaccines in use across the globe (Coronavirus Vaccine Tracker) and all of them are administered as shots to muscles of the upper arm [14]. An inhaled vaccine could be more effective than those injected given that the coronavirus enters the human body through the Airways and delivered vaccines can induce a direct mucosal immune response. Considering the nature of being self-administration and non-injection, inhaled vaccines can also facilitate mass vaccination campaigns. As SARS-COV-2 binds human cells via spike protein receptors, antibodies, peptides, or hormones can be used to target these receptors [20, 21]. Neutralized monoclonal antibody AR-711 has been explored as inhaled, self-administered therapy for mild to moderate COVID-19 patients to inhibit the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV2 virus and its constantly evolving variants [9]. Nanobodies (Nb) are antibody-like molecules discovered from the blood of camels [22]. Nanobodies (Nb) have been shown to block the binding between the SARS-CoV-2-RBD variants to the ACE2 (angiotensin- converting enzyme 2) receptor. In
particular, Nb11-59 can be a potent preventative and therapeutic agent against COVID-19, especially through inhalation delivery [22]. Inhaled ciclesonide also shows strong antiviral actions against SARS-COV-2 and is promising to prevent virally induced lung injuries in the alveolar region [23, 24]. Inhalation (via Respimat® inhaler) of modified ACE2 has been evaluated as a decoy (that virus will bind with) to reduce viral infection of actual respiratory cells. Wu et al. [25] reported positive outcomes of the inhalation of freeze-dried plasminogen for fibrin degradation in 5 clinically moderate cases from reduced range and density in image opacity and improved oxygen saturation. Other inhalable candidates as antiviral agents include furosemide [26, 27], nebulized unfractionated heparin [28], Nanostructured lipid (salinomycin) [29], and freeze-dried Remdesivir [30]. All these new formulations are uniquely engineered to be delivered via inhalation and tackle the ailment directly in the lungs.

3. Physiological Variation due to Corona Viral Infection

3.1. What has been learned from COVID-19 Patients?

Coronaviruses can infect the cells of the entire respiratory tract, but the most severe damages occur in the lungs [31, 32]. COVID-19 patients often exhibit symptoms of acute respiratory distress. Common patterns of the lung physiological variations revealed by computed tomography (CT) include ground-glass opacification, bronchial wall thickening, lobular nodules, and vascular dilatation [33, 34]. Detailed pathological manifestations include hyaline membrane formation, white mucous, accumulation of gray-white viscous fluids, edema, lung consolidation, and lung hemorrhage [35-37]. Within the alveoli specifically, viral pathogenesis induces fibroblast and fibrin agglomeration, giant pneumocytes, lymphocytic inflammation, and infiltration of lymphocytes, macrophages, and neutrophils [38-40]. Small vessel thrombosis and pulmonary arterial cytoplasmic vacuolization have also been reported [41]. The diffuse alveolar damage (global injury) is also often observed in COVID-19 patients; these lung injuries can persist for a lifetime with different degrees of respiration impairments [42].

Autopsy reports showed the predominant histopathological modifications in the alveoli being microthrombi, capillary congestion, and intra-alveolar fibrin exudation resultant in disseminating alveolar damage and broncho-pneumonia [43]. Another frequently observed histological damage pattern is the greater fibrotic evolution in the lungs of patients with mechanical ventilation [44]. Cases of pulmonary deposition of neutrophilic granulocytes were also reported, likely resulting from accompanying bacterial infections [45].

3.2. Needs of Quantitative Lung Remodeling for Reliable Pulmonary Dosimetry

Lung structural variations can have a marked impact on the delivery efficiency of inhaled therapeutic agents [46]. The endpoint of inhaled therapeutics is directly correlated to the delivered dose (and its distribution) in the lung, and particularly, the nominal doses on the target cells. The optimal dose depends on the location of the COVID-infected tissues, as well as the severity of the infection. If the drugs are delivered at a suboptimal rate or to a site away from the diseased tissue, the therapeutic efficacy can be remarkably compromised.

The prevailing cause of clinical deterioration and mortality is the cytokine storm in the pulmonary alveolar region [47]. Alveoli play a pivotal part during the inception and progression of immune responses to viral invasions, where Type-II cells are attacked, and gas exchange is compromised due to liquid filling. Studying pulmonary dosimetry in viral-remodeled lungs will improve our assessment and quantification of actual dosing to the diseased sites in COVID-19 patients and thus develop more reliable dose-outcome profiles [48].

Up to date, reports of inhalation therapeutics in diseased lungs with disease-induced structural modifications are scant as opposed to the widely available reports on the effects of respiration, devices, aerosol properties, and even geometrical variations in the upper airways [49-58]. Even with tremendous progress in CT/MRI imaging, developing a lung model retaining the branches up to the ninth generation (G9) can still be highly challenging [59]. It will be even more demanding to evaluate the delivery variation in the disease-modified lungs, which often needs exceedingly high-resolution CT images to capture fine morphological modifications, as well as a sufficient number of patient samples to reach a statistically significant conclusion. Therefore, most of the previous inhalation studies have only considered upper airway variants [60, 61], or a limited number of patient-specific lungs [51, 62-64]. Hurdled by potential radiation risks (CT), research ethics issues, and low clinical image resolutions, CT-based patient-specific lung geometry models beyond G9 are still scarce, with even fewer models of disease-modified lungs.

3.3. Characterizing Lung Remodeling in COVID-19 Patients

Figure 1a shows the 3D lungs based on CT scans of eight COVID-19 infected patients (4 males and four females, aged from 34-64 years old) using Slicer. The CT scans and patient information (age, gender, & country of origin) were open to the medical community to accelerate COVID-related research and were sourced from the website covidetscans.org. 3D Slicer was used to segment healthy and diseased lungs, i.e., poorly aerated lungs (PAL), and non-aerated lungs (NAL), based on their different densities. Lanza et al. [65] reported using the Hounsfield unit (HU) intervals of -500 HU to -100 HU to isolate PAL, and -100 HU to 100 HU to isolate NAL in their quantitative chest CT.
analysis of COVID-19 patients. By contrast, the healthy lungs were segmented using the threshold of -3024 HU to -500 HU. In order to quantitatively compare patients to each other, the volumes of each segment in each segmentation were calculated using the segment statistics module in 3D Slicer. The volume ratio of the PAL and NAL, as well as the total diseased lungs (PAL plus NAL = DIS), relative to the total lung volume, were calculated for each patient. Figure 1b shows the average volume ratio and standard deviation of the PAL, NAL, and DIS based on the eight patients. Around 4% of the lungs (SD = 3.5%) were poorly ventilated and 1.6% (SD = 1.5%) were not ventilated at all. The intersubject variability was also large (Figure 1b), indicating different severities of the COVID-19 infection among patients.

The variability due to gender and age is shown in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. Based on this dataset, the female patients had a higher percentage of NAL and total diseased lung than males. Considering the age effect, the group between 50-60 years old is significantly higher than other age groups (Figure 2b). As aforementioned, the comparison was based on a limited dataset (eight patients) and our intent here was not to establish population-based statistics but to compare the compromised lung ratios in this dataset among different genders and age groups. A higher number of patients could also provide more information about the spectrum of variability in health and disease. In addition, other risk factors for the development of severe COVID-19 illness, such as ethnicity, obesity, and pre-existing conditions, could be investigated.

We have developed a new segmentation method that can construct patient-specific lung branches up to G13. By contrast, conventional segmentation methods can only capture good-quality branching geometry up to G6-8 unless with extremely high-resolution CT data [66, 67]. Factors that contribute to this challenge include image artifacts, low resolution, and software segmentation algorithms. To address this challenge, a new segmentation method will be used that includes regional segmentation, manual fixing, and contrast enhancement, which has allowed us to reconstruct a
lung branching geometry up to G13 (Figures 3a-e) based on a CT dataset that could otherwise be segmented to G7. Even though our new method is still labor-intensive and time-consuming, it can generate patient-specific lung geometries with peripheral (and smaller) bronchioles. Patient-specific lung volume geometries up to G13 are still scarce, and nearly all of them were reconstructed based on exceedingly high-resolution CT scans from specialized labs, which cannot be practically acquired in clinical settings [67]. In this sense, the new segmentation method can be critical to investigate the COVID-infected lungs considering that exceedingly high-resolution CT scans are often not an option to patients due to increased radiation risks. A patient-specific lung volume geometry that retains peripheral bronchioles up to G13 allows the analysis of flow details and aerosol dynamics in these small airways and thus provides a more accurate dosimetry estimation. By contrast, previous numerical studies of peripheral airways have often adopted oversimplified geometries and/or neglected upper stream flow effects, both of which can notably alter the inhaled particle behavior and fate [68, 69]. More importantly, due to such simplifications, the inter-subject variability and disease-associated effects cannot be reliably predicted.

Figure 3. Patient-specific lung morphology reconstruction using Slicer: (a) bronchiole-wise segmentation, (b) manual fixing and smoothing, (c) a fixed right lung, (d) lobe separation, (e) left lung, and (f) a complete conducting lung geometry. The downstream generations were generated using the space-filling algorithm guided by the CT-based lobe volumes.

After developing the CT-based lung geometry, the downstream generations will be generated using the space-filling algorithm guided by the CT-based lobe volumes (Figure 3f). Note that these downstream generations are only centerlines (or skeleton) and do not have a physical volume, which cannot be used directly for computational mesh generation and flow-particle simulations. The alveolar or acinar structures can be captured using micro-CT [70-72]. However, studies of airflows and aerosol dynamics in micro-CT-based alveolar models are still rare, with most of such studies being conducted in algorithm-based alveoli geometries [73-79].

Figure 4. Modeling normal and diseased lungs using statistical shape modeling: (a) compliance- and resistance-related structural modification in the left lower lobe of a G9 lung, (b) lung casts and structural remodeling in a G12 lung, and (c) a space-filling lung volume model with the complete conducting airway (G0-G16).

To investigate inhalation therapeutics in disease-modified lungs, statistical shape modeling (SSM) has been explored in developing population-average shape and generating new “simulated” shape models [80]. This method was first developed as an imaging processing algorithm in computer graphics in the 1990s and has become popular in other disciplines like biomechanics [81, 82], biometrics [83], evolualional biology [84], anthropology [85], and forensics [86]. SSM uses the dataset comparing multiple shape models as a matrix and extracts the predominant features as leading eigenvectors, which will be further used in a linear combination to create new shape models [80]. A region of interest (ROI) can be delineated, and the shape modifications can be made in the ROI only. More desirably, the amplitude of shape modification can be controlled by varying the coefficient of the eigenvector in the linear combination [87]. This makes SSM well suited to examine the effects of lung structural modifications and the resultant variations in drug delivery [88]. In addition, an infinite number of new lung models can be generated by varying the eigenvector coefficients.
The SSM has been successfully implemented to generate lung models with varying compliances and resistances (Figure 4a). A database consisting of 40 lung morphological models was used as the training set and the region of interest (ROI) was the left lower (LL) lobe. Models with different levels of caliber remodeling in the LL lobe were generated by adjusting the coefficients of the compliance- or constriction-associated eigenvectors [3]. Inhalation dosimetry in the airways with varying constriction levels has been numerically investigated for both orally [89] and nasally [90] inhaled nanoparticles.

Figure 4b shows a lung (and a 3D printed cast) with 3,000 branches and extending to G12, which was generated using an in-house software Lung4CerE [91]. Lung4CerE can generate various kinds of 4D (= 3D space + time axis) models of the human bronchiolar-alveolar system [91]. The model format is in VTK (visualization toolkit) format, which can be converted to IGES, SAT, or STL format to conduct CFD computations [92]. The hollow cast (the second panel, Figure 4a) was fabricated using a ProJet 3D printer with a printing layer thickness of 16 µm, which captured the fine details of the lung cast. The right panel of Figure 4b shows the compliance-related remodeling in the LL lobe of a G12 lung. Substantial discrepancies are expected in both the lobar ventilation and MDI droplet deposition on both the total, regional, and local basis.

Figure 4c shows a lung volume model up to G16 (red color). This model was generated using a specialized morphogenesis software GeoDict (Math2Market, Germany). Around 65,000 distal outlets were retained in this geometry. Due to the prohibitive requirement of computational resources, CFD simulations in this model are still impractical at this stage but can be implemented in the future to investigate pulmonary drug delivery in both normal and diseased lungs. This model can also serve as guidance in developing stochastic single-path whole lung models. One key question regarding the single-path whole lung models is how well can it represent the whole lung in characterizing the inhalation dosimetry of inhaled agents? Factors that support this question include: (1) the truncated bronchioles will affect the airflows in the retained single-path bronchioles, (2) the flow and particle dynamics can vary in different lobes due to gravity and streamline curvature, (3) the ventilation into the lower lobe is higher than the upper lobe. To answer this question, many single-path models leading to different positions of the lung periphery are needed. The centerlines of the model hereof can provide such paths, along which the bronchi and bronchioles can be reconstructed.

5. Conclusion

In this brief review, we summarized the recent developments of inhaled therapies (including vaccines). Inhaled therapies in COVID-19 patients can be more effective but have not yet been used in clinical practice. One key compounding factor in the inhaled therapy is the lung obstructions in COVID-19 patients, which can be highly heterogeneous in both anatomical location and severity. The synergy of CT-based patient-specific lung segmentation and algorithm-based airway remodeling is a promising tool to study pulmonary delivery in normal and diseased lungs and, as a consequence, to enhance the effect of pulmonary treatment and vaccine delivery in the future.
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